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ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study was to find out whether the selected chloroplast characteristics measured in
the mesophyll layer nearest to the needle surface (i.e., the first mesophyll layer) could be representative for
the whole needle cross section. Two chloroplast sampling approaches were applied on Norway spruce
needles during the investigation of the effects of different levels of air CO2 concentration and irradiance: (i)
sampling only from the first mesophyll layer, and (ii) systematic uniform random (SUR) sampling. The
selected characteristics were: (i) chloroplast area, (ii) starch grain area, and (iii) starch areal density on
median chloroplast cross sections, and (iv) chloroplast number per unit of needle volume. It was shown that
the first mesophyll layer was not representative for estimating all evaluated characteristics except the
chloroplast area. Sampling only there caused obtaining slightly biased results, while SUR sampling gave
unbiased estimations at the cost of longer measuring time. The major effect of studied factors was in starch
areal density and starch grain area, which were larger in sun needles in elevated CO2 concentration in
comparison with sun needles in ambient CO2 concentration. In conclusion, it was demonstrated that the first
layer of mesophyll is not always representative for the needle cross section. If technically feasible, SUR is
recommended for analysis of chloroplast ultrastructure. The simplified sampling design can be applied, e.g.,
for comparisons of many different treatments. However, it should be combined with other approaches to
characterize the chloroplast function and the results carefully considered and interpreted.
Keywords: chloroplast number, chloroplast ultrastructure, elevated CO2, needle anatomy, stereology.

Trees are known to accommodate their growth
based on sink prioritization in response to environmental factors (Polák et al., 2006). Under elevated
CO2 concentration (EC), plants may invest the extra
carbon to their growth or to the production of secondary metabolites (Gebauer et al., 1997; Räisänen et
al., 2008). Moreover, as a result of EC, leaf anatomy
(Lin et al., 2001; Eguchi et al., 2004) and chloroplast
ultrastructure (Pritchard et al., 1997; Sallas et al.,
2003; Günthardt-Goerg and Vollenweider, 2015) may
change. Nevertheless, the effect of CO2 on mesophyll
structural characteristics and phenolics accumulation
can be ambiguous, as Lhotáková et al. (2012) found
no change, even though enhanced light-saturated CO2
assimilation rates and reduced dark respiration in the
current-year needles were observed. Irradiance is
apparently a stronger morphogenetic factor than EC,

INTRODUCTION
Chloroplasts are the photosynthetic organelles of
plant cells. They absorb solar energy to run carbon
fixation, during which the carbon from CO2 is built
into organic compounds. The atmospheric concentration
of CO2 is ever increasing (ESRL, 2018); therefore,
the global carbon cycling process is affected. Forest
trees significantly participate in carbon cycling representing an important carbon sink (rev. Calfapietra et
al., 2010). One such important species is the Norway
spruce (Picea abies L. Karst.), currently the most abundant conifer in Central European forests. Due to its
importance and abundance, appropriate approaches to
study its responses to environmental factors, including
changes of chloroplast structural characteristics, are
of great importance.
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are sampled only from one part of a needle (Utriainen
et al., 2000; Jönsson et al., 2001; Sallas et al., 2003;
Siefermann-Harms et al., 2004) or from the sun-exposed side of a needle and the mesophyll layer closest to
the centre of a needle (Soikkeli, 1978; Wulff et al.,
1996; Kivimäenpää 2003; Kivimäenpää et al., 2014).

principally affecting needle differentiation and phenolics content (Lhotáková et al., 2012), and needle
shape even within an irradiance gradient on a shoot
(Kubínová et al., 2018).
Thus, to study the chloroplast ultrastructure and its
quantitative characteristics, careful consideration should
be taken concerning the methods applied, including
relevant chloroplast sampling for measure-ments, so
as to yield unbiased estimations of the observed characteristics.

In order to quantify leaf structure, it is necessary
to be aware of possible heterogeneity within the leaf
and existing leaf anatomic gradients. A gradient in
both irradiance and carbon dioxide concentration is
known to exist inside the broad leaves (Parkhust et
al., 1988; Smith et al., 1997) and irradiance gradient
was also recorded within the needle (DeLucia et al.,
1992). In our previous study, we observed a gradient
in Norway spruce needle section shape based on the
irradiance microgradient within a shoot due to selfshading of needles (Kubínová et al., 2018). It is probable that irradiance microgradient within a needle
affects the chloroplast ultrastructure. However, information about the heterogeneity of chloroplast characteristics within needles is still scarce. For example, it
was shown that chloroplast alterations caused by
ozone are more pronounced in the outer mesophyll
cell layers and in the upper side of the needle compared to the inner mesophyll layers and lower side of
the needle (Kivimaënpää et al., 2005). This information is essential for proper sampling design for
quantitative studies where the absolute values for the
whole leaf are needed. As far as we know, no study
has yet systematically tested different parts of Norway
spruce mesophyll in the sense of representativeness
for the whole needle cross section.

Chloroplasts can be easily detected using light
microscopy; however, its resolution is insufficient for
observation of their ultrastructure. Chloroplast ultrastructure, including starch grain cross-section area
and the arrangement of the thylakoid membrane system
is usually studied on images acquired by transmission
electron microscopy (TEM). Because it is difficult to
obtain series of ultrathin sections, the studies are usually
done on single TEM sections (e.g., Albertsson and
Andreasson, 2004; Kubínová and Kutík, 2007;
Demmig-Adams et al., 2015). The comparability of
3D characteristics estimated on 2D cross sections
between samples is usually ensured by analysing only
those chloroplasts that are sectioned in the middle
perpendicularly to the prevailing plane of thylakoid
membranes, i.e., in their median cross section (FIG
1C, D; Sharkova and Bubolo, 1996; Kutík et al., 2004).
For chloroplast ultrastructural studies in broad
leaves, the first or upper layers of leaf photosynthetic
tissue, mesophyll, (Fig. 1A) are often analysed
(Günthardt-Goerg et al., 2000; Wheeler and Fagerberg
2000; Valkama et al., 2003; Velikova et al., 2009;
Sun et al., 2011; Mašková et al., 2017). The first
layer of mesophyll receives more incident irradiance
than its deeper layers and thus, it can be regarded as
the most important layer for photosynthesis. This is
also true for conifer needles, where the chloroplast
ultrastructure in the outermost mesophyll layer was
found to be the most affected by the environmental
factors (Anttonen, 1992; Kivimäenpää et al., 2005).
Many studies of conifer needle ultrastructure do not
specify in detail the part of the needle or the place on
needle cross section used for measurements (Palomäki
et al., 1996; Pritchard et al., 1997; Kainulainen et al.,
2000; Lepeduš et al., 2001; Demmig-Adams et al.,
2015). Depending on the type of study, chloroplasts

In the present study, we focused on methodical
and ecophysiological aims. The methodical aim was
to test the assumption of the first mesophyll layer
representativeness for the whole needle cross section
regarding four selected chloroplast characteristics:
chloroplast density in mesophyll, chloroplast size,
starch grain area and starch areal density. We have
compared characteristics of chloroplasts selected within
the cells in the first mesophyll layer and cells from
systematically uniform randomly selected positions
within the mesophyll. The ecophysiological aim was
to test whether the selected chloroplast characteristics
are influenced by CO2 concentration and irradiance,
and to what extent.
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Fig. 1. Needle cross section and chloroplasts. A – Confocal image of needle cross section, bar 200 µm; m –
mesophyll with chloroplasts fluorescent in red, cc – central cylinder, ic – intercellular space, e – epidermis and
hypodermis fluorescent in green. B – Scheme showing location of the first mesophyll layer in the needle cross
section. C – TEM image of SUR sampled chloroplast from a deeper mesophyll layer, bar 1 µm. D – TEM image
of chloroplast (encircled by a green line) from the first mesophyll layer, bar 1 µm; s - starch grains (encircled
by a red line); p – plastoglobuli.

Fig. 2. Confocal images of Norway spruce mesophyll cells. A, B, C – single optical cross sections 1.95 µm apart with
visible, autofluorescent chloroplasts (in green) showing that chloroplasts are located in the narrow cytoplasm layer
below the cell membrane; D – volume rendering showing chloroplasts within 21 µm thick layer. Bar 20 µm.
85
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cross section, so that at least 7 chloroplasts per needle
cross section were sampled. Secondly, chloroplasts
from the whole needle cross sections (images captured
at low magnification, 100×) were chosen using stereological systematic uniform random (SUR) sampling
(Gundersen and Jensen, 1987). At least 5 sampling
fields were selected using our custom-made plug-in
‘Rectangles’ (Ellipse software, Vidito, Košice, Slovakia) (Fig. 3), and the first nearly median section of
chloroplast from the middle of the sampling field was
then captured for measurements (at 25,000 × magnification).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
EXPERIMENTAL SITE AND SAMPLE
COLLECTION
Norway spruce needles were collected from the experimental site of CzechGlobe AS CR in Moravskoslezské Beskydy (Beskid Mountains, Czech Republic),
where the glass domes had controlled levels of CO2
concentration; with ambient atmospheric CO2 concentration (AC) and elevated CO2 concentration (EC =
700 ppm) (Urban et al., 2001). The comparison was
done separately in four combinations of CO2 concentration and irradiance: sun needles in ambient CO2
(AC sun), shade needles in ambient CO2 (AC shade),
sun needles in elevated CO2 (EC sun) and shade
needles in elevated CO2 (EC shade). Current-year sun
(3rd whorl) and shade (6th whorl) needles from both
CO2 concentrations were collected in October 2011
from south- and south-west-facing branches of 11-yearold trees grown under these experimental conditions
from the year 2005. The tree crowns were differentiated
into sun and shade crown parts. For chloroplast counting, whole needles were frozen for confocal microscopy (Lhotáková et al., 2008). For ultrastructural
analysis, segments (about 1 mm long) from the middle
part of the needle were immediately fixed in 5% glutaraldehyde (v/v) and transported to the laboratory.

LASER SCANNING CONFOCAL
MICROSCOPY
For laser scanning confocal microscopy, a cross section
was made in the middle of the needle using a hand
microtome. Series of optical sections were captured
by Leica SP2 AOBS confocal laser scanning microscope (Ar laser excitation 488 nm and autofluorescence detection in green and red channels: 494-577
nm and 625-710 nm). For chloroplast number estimation in the whole needle cross section, the procedure described in Kubínová et al. (2014) was applied:
sampling fields were selected using systematic uniform
random sampling (SUR, Fig. 3 A) in the image captured
by 10× objective (Fig. 1A). Detailed series were
acquired by 63× objective. For chloroplast number
estimation in the first mesophyll layer, 5 sampling
fields around the needle in the image by 10× objective
were selected using systematic sampling in the newly
developed ‘Object sampling’ plug-in (Ellipse software,
Vidito, Košice, Slovakia) (Fig. 3B). Detailed series
were acquired by 63× objective (water immersion,
NA 1.2, Fig. 2).

TRANSMISSION ELECTRON
MICROSCOPY
In the laboratory, the fixed samples were transferred
into an automated microwave tissue processor Leica
EM AMW (Leica Microsystems, Vienna, Austria). All
steps of sample preparation were carried out automatically following the protocol according to Zechmann
and Zellnig (2009). Samples were then manually
transferred into the polymerization forms containing
fresh Spurr’s epoxy resin (Spurr, 1969) and polymerised at 70 °C for 48 h.

STEREOLOGICAL MEASUREMENTS

Ultrathin sections (70 nm) were cut by an ultramicrotome (Leica EM UC7, Leica Microsystems,
Vienna, Austria) and mounted on 1 × 2 mm formvar
coated slot grids. Images of needle cross sections and
of individual chloroplasts were captured using transmission electron microscope JEOL JEM 1011 (JEOL,
Tokyo, Japan).

We compared chloroplast parameters acquired from
the first mesophyll layer with those acquired from
different positions on needle cross sections selected
by SUR. In total, 215 chloroplasts from the first mesophyll layer and 183 chloroplasts selected by SUR were
analysed to estimate the starch grain area, chloroplast
area and starch areal density. For chloroplast number
estimation, 100 and 104 series of confocal microscope
images from the first mesophyll layer and selected by
SUR, respectively, were analysed.

For the analysis of chloroplast size and starch grain
area and areal density, two different approaches were
chosen. Firstly, chloroplasts from the first layer of mesophyll cells below the hypodermis (Fig. 1A) were
chosen systematically, one from each third, fourth or
fifth cell depending on the number of cells on a needle

Starch grain cross-section size and starch areal
density were determined on chloroplast median cross
sections in TEM images using the method of interactive
segmentation, based on drawing a line along the
borders of the object under study using the software
Ellipse (ViDiTo, Košice, SR).
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To evaluate the effects of CO2 and irradiance on
chloroplast characteristics, two-way nested ANOVA
was then employed using NCSS 9.0 software (NCSS,
LCC Kaysville, Utah, USA). This type of ANOVA
takes into account that sun and shade needles from one
tree are not independent observations. The individual
tree replicates were evaluated as a nested factor (subject
variable), while CO2 treatment, and irradiance were
used as fixed between factor variables. Differences
were always considered as significant if p < 0.05.

Chloroplast number was estimated by the optical
disector method (Kubínová et al., 2014) from the
series of optical sections acquired by the confocal
microscope using 63× objective. For each needle, the
number of chloroplasts per unit of needle volume was
estimated by the formula (Sterio, 1984; Gundersen,
1986) (each term defined below):
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estNVneedle (chl) – estimated number of chloroplasts
per unit of needle volume;
Qi(chl) – sum of all sampled chloroplasts in all disector
probes within a needle;
Pi – sum of all points falling within a needle in all
3D probes (for calculation needle volume in each
probe) used for chloroplast counting;
p – number of test points in a grid in a sampling
frame used for chloroplast counting;
a – area of disector sampling frame (base of the 3D
probe) used for chloroplast counting;
h – height of the disector probe used for chloroplast
counting.

RESULTS
The time needed for chloroplast sampling by SUR
was approximately six times longer than for selecting
suitable chloroplasts from the first mesophyll layer.
In all four cases studied, the chloroplast number
and chloroplast area estimated by evaluation of the
first mesophyll layer were not significantly different
from the chloroplast number and area measured in the
whole needle cross section (Fig. 4 A, B). Thus, at this
stage, we could not reject the hypothesis that chloroplast number and chloroplast area measurements in
the first mesophyll cell layer were representative for
the whole needle cross section. In three of four cases
(AC shade, EC sun, EC shade) there was also no
significant difference between both starch area and
starch areal density assessed from the first mesophyll
layer and the whole needle cross section (Fig. 4 C, D).
However, both characteristics behaved differently in sun
needles under ambient CO2: starch area and starch areal
density were significantly higher when assessed from
the whole needle cross section in comparison with the
first mesophyll layer (indicated by asterisks in Fig. 4 C,
D). Regarding both the starch grain area and starch areal
density, we thus cannot claim the first mesophyll layer
as representative for the whole needle cross section. If
we assume that the first mesophyll layer is representative for the whole needle regarding studied chloroplast
characteristics, we should obtain identical results of

STATISTICAL ANALYSES
Two sample unequal variance t-tests were used for
testing the hypothesis whether the first mesophyll
layer is representative for the whole needle cross
section. Chloroplast number in mesophyll, chloroplast
cross-section area, starch grain cross-section size and
starch grain areal density were compared for each
combination of CO2 concentration and irradiance
separately. The second step to test representativeness
of first mesophyll layer one–way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) and Tukey-Kramer Multiple-Comparison
test was employed on two different datasets of chloroplast characteristics acquired from 1) the first mesophyll layer and 2) from SUR. These results of one–
way ANOVA were compared to evaluate the representativeness of the first mesophyll layer.

Fig. 3. Scheme of sampling of series of images by confocal microscopy on needle cross section. A – Systematic
uniform random sampling using Ellipse plug-in ‘Rectangles’. B – sampling in the first mesophyll layer using
polygonal selection and Ellipse plug-in ‘Object Sampling’ to determine equidistant midpoints (crosses) of
images captured using field rotation in the microscope.
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chloroplast number and starch areal density. On the
other hand, both chloroplast area and starch grain area
showed consistent ANOVA results for both datasets,
with only the p-values slightly differing between the
samplings (see p-values for CO2 concentration and
interaction for starch grain area in Table 1).

ANOVA from both datasets. However, this was not
the case for all the characteristics studied (Table 1).
The chloroplast number appeared to be significantly
affected by CO2 concentration if tested on SUR
sampled dataset. On the contrary, no effect of either
CO2 concentration or irradiance was revealed if the
dataset from the first mesophyll layer was used for
analysis. In case of starch areal density, significant
effect of both CO2 concentration and irradiance was
detected for both datasets. However, the interaction of
the environmental factors was significant only if the
dataset from the first mesophyll layer was analysed.
Therefore, we express an uncertainty regarding the
representativeness of the first mesophyll layer for

Based on the comparisons presented above, we put
in doubt the representativeness of the first mesophyll
cell layer regarding three of four studied chloroplast
characteristics: chloroplast number, starch grain area
and starch areal density. The only characteristic, for
which we did not clearly reject the first layer representativeness hypothesis, was the chloroplast area.

Fig. 4. Comparison of chloroplast characteristics sampled from the first mesophyll layer (1ST) and systematic
uniform random sampling (SUR). A – Chloroplast number per mesophyll volume. B – Chloroplast cross-section
area. C – Starch grain cross-section area. D – Starch areal density on chloroplast cross section. AC – ambient
CO2 concentration, EC – elevated CO2 concentration, black – SUR – systematically uniformly randomly
sampled from the whole needle cross-section area, white – 1ST – sampled from the first layer of mesophyll.
Bars – standard deviation.* – significant difference between SUR and the first layer within the same growth
conditions at p < 0.05 by two-sample t-test. Lower case letters above the bars – Tukey-Kramer MultipleComparison Test among SUR values, upper case letters above the bars – Tukey-Kramer Multiple-Comparison
Test among 1ST values; bars having the same letter are not significantly different according to the test.
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Table 1. Effects of CO2 concentration, irradiance and interaction of both factors on chloroplast number per
mesophyll volume and selected ultrastructural characteristics on median chloroplast cross section analysed by
Two-way nested Analysis of Variance (p-value). SUR – sampled systematically uniformly randomly from the
whole needle cross-section area. First layer – sampled from the first layer of mesophyll. AC – ambient CO2
concentration, EC – elevated CO2 concentration. Significance: * = p<0.05; ** = p<0.01; n.s. = not significant.
Structural characteristic
Chloroplast number

Chloroplast area

Starch grain area

Starch areal density

Factor
Irradiance
CO2
Interaction
Irradiance
CO2
Interaction
Irradiance
CO2
Interaction
Irradiance
CO2
Interaction

p value
0.979370
0.022420
0.960103
0.051896
0.394268
0.010480
0.004692
0.004592
0.044399
0.003792
0.005008
0.093614

Assuming that we cannot consider the first mesophyll layer to be fully representative for all studied
chloroplast characteristics, emphasis was put on evaluation of the EC and irradiance effects based on the
characteristics acquired by systematic uniform random
sampling. A nested analysis of variance, which considered that sun and shade needles were col-lected
from one tree, revealed significant effects of CO2
concentration on chloroplast number, starch grain area
and starch areal density (Table 1). Chloroplasts were
more abundant in needles from trees grown under EC
in comparison with those grown under AC (Fig. 4 A),
however, according to the multiple comparison test,
the differences were not significant. The chloroplast
area was not affected by CO2 concentration (Fig. 4
B), but in the chloroplasts from sun needles in EC,
the starch grain area and starch areal density were
larger (Fig. 4 C, D). The irradiance was found to have
no effect on either chloroplast number or chloroplast
area (Table 1). However, there was a significant interaction between CO2 and irradiance. This corresponds
with the result of the multiple comparison TukeyKramer test, which showed a significant difference in
chloroplast area between sun and shade needles grown
under ambient CO2 concentration but not in EC. Furthermore, the characteristics describing starch accumulation were strongly sensitive to irradiance. In EC,
chloroplasts from the shade needles had lower starch
grain area and starch areal density. According to the
multiple comparison Tukey-Kramer test, both starch
characteristics were significantly higher in sun needles
from EC in comparison with the rest three CO2 and

SUR
Significance
n.s.
*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
*
**
**
*
**
**
n.s.

First layer
p value
Significance
0.166354
n.s.
0.861250
n.s.
0.083487
n.s.
0.540956
n.s.
0.843852
n.s.
0.040781
*
0.004037
**
0.015830
*
0.007329
**
0.001111
**
0.013513
*
0.002512
**

irradiance combinations (Fig. 4 C, D).
The same statistical analysis applied on the chloroplast characteristics assessed from the first mesophyll
layer showed slightly different results than on SUR.
The effect of EC on chloroplast number was not
detected, probably due to high variance and higher
values of this characteristic in sun needles grown in
ambient CO2 concentration (Fig. 4A; Table 1). The
effect of EC on starch grain area and starch areal
density was significant, however slightly weaker in
the first layer (see p-values for the first layer in Table
1). Lastly, the significance of the interaction between
irradiance and CO2 concentration was more pronounced
for starch grain area and starch areal density (see pvalues for the first layer in Table 1). Thus, for the
majority of the studied structural characteristics, irradiance proved to be a stronger morphogenetic factor
than EC.

DISCUSSION
Despite the clear importance of proper sampling in
measurements of plant structure, this issue is often
inadequately addressed in plant studies as pointed out
recently by Kubínová et al. (2017). If the study aims
for estimation of unbiased quantitative parameters for
the whole plant organ, then SUR and stereological
methods are recommended (West, 2012).
In this study, selected chloroplast characteristics
measured on the same needle cross section sampled
in the first mesophyll layer and sampled by SUR were
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thin sectioning, which adversely affects the quality of
the sections (Hayat, 1970). Kivimäenpää et al. (2001,
2003) halved the needle longitudinally to cut the
ultrathin sections from either adaxial or abaxial side
of the needle, thus it was easier to get undistorted
ultrathin sections. Preservation of chloroplast ultrastructure in conifers may also be improved by changing the buffers or embedding media (Ebel et al.,
1990), by changing the molarity of buffers according
to season (Soikkeli, 1980) or by using microwaves
during sample processing (Zechman and Zellnig,
2009). Furthermore, even when SUR is used on TEM
images, one should be aware, that the TEM image has
a large depth of field, so that the single image may be
in fact an overprojection. Therefore the use of electron
tomography is recommended for more precise measurements (Vanhecke et al., 2007).

in some cases significantly different. Thus, the first
mesophyll layer was not always representative for every
structural characteristic and every treatment. This is in
agreement with the findings of Kivimäenpää and
Sutinen (2007) who reported that mesophyll cells near
the epidermis of four year old needles of Pinus sylvestris had smaller chloroplasts with lower area of starch
grains than cells in the inner part of the needle. Furthermore, Senser et al. (1975) noticed in Picea abies that
the chloroplasts in cells near to the epidermis had higher
amounts of starch than cells near the central cylinder,
according to the gradient in light intensity. Both studies
confirm the variability of measured structural characteristics within the needle cross section.
Taking into account that measurements of chloroplast ultrastructure are extremely time consuming,
we restricted our study to cross sections cut in the
middle of the needle and not in a higher number of
positions along the needle corresponding to a SUR
sampling principle (for needle see e.g., Lhotáková et
al., 2008). Even this restricted examination clearly
reveals that sometimes chloroplast structural characteristics measurements give different results when evaluated from all layers of mesophyll cells in the needle
than just in the first mesophyll layer. Unlike the evaluation of chloroplast ultrastructure where TEM is
necessary, the measurement of plant anatomical
characteristics is feasible by confocal microscopy
(Albrechtová et al., 2007). This approach is much
less time consuming than procedures necessary for
ultrastructure measurements using TEM, and thus
SUR sampling of needle sections can be recommended
for proper chloroplast counting. This was shown by
Kubínová et al. (2014) where the practical issues
connected with the evaluation of thick needle sections
by using confocal microscopy are discussed in detail.

Another complication that makes SUR sampling
more challenging in transmission electron microscopy
is poststaining of the sections on slot grids. The slot
grids are suitable for SUR sampling as they enable us
to view whole large cross sections of the needle
without interference of grid bars. Poststaining, if it is
done manually on a drop of stain solutions (uranyl
acetate followed by lead citrate), is technically challenging as the formvar coating on the slots is prone to
ruptures. It is always possible to view sections without
poststaining, as in this study, but it significantly
decreases the observed contrast and resolution (Hayat,
1970; Ellis, 2007). Due to lower contrast in the deeper
layers of mesophyll (Fig. 1C), we were able to quantify
only the starch grain area but not the parameters of
thylakoid membranes. A fully automated system for
contrasting ultrathin sections (Yang et al., 2017) might
solve this problem.
Lastly, SUR sampling can be much more time
consuming depending on the equipment accessible
for the study. In our case, SUR sampling was about
six times more time consuming because of the need
to pick the chloroplasts manually from the low contrast
sections that were not poststained. However, the availability of the cutting edge equipment should certainly
reduce or even diminish this difference (automated
poststaining, automated acquisition).

In studies of chloroplast characteristics, description
of sampling procedure on TEM images is often
restricted to mere stating of how many cells were
counted in a cross section, while further details of
sampling within the section are omitted (Back and
Huttunen, 1992; Oksanen et al., 2001; Bondada and
Syvertsen, 2003). The SUR sampling is theoretically
the best choice for unbiased measurement. However,
it should be noted that using SUR on TEM images of
conifer needles requires good fixation that can be
challenging because of the thick, nearly impermeable
cuticle, the extremely differentiated cell walls, with
deposition of phenolics or even lignin (Soukupová et
al., 2000), and a system of intercellular spaces
(Meyberg, 1988; Ebel et al., 1990). Moreover, the
size of whole cross sections of conifer needles (dimensions of approx. 2 × 1 mm) is rather large for ultra-

Our study shows that chloroplast characteristics
estimations acquired from the first mesophyll layers
and SUR cannot always substitute each other. Based
on our results, measurement of chloroplast characteristics from the first mesophyll layer slightly underestimates the effect of CO2 concentration. In the case
of starch grain characteristics, this bias could mask
CO2 concentration impact if only TEM analysis is
used. If the possibility of using SUR for chloroplast
90
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starch grain area and areal density, which were found
to be largest in sun needles in EC.

evaluation is impeded by the extreme laboriousness
or technical constraints, we recommend to combine
TEM analysis with other physiological approaches,
e.g., starch biochemical assessment (Mašková et al.,
2017) or determination of photosystem activities and
fluorescence parameters.

CONCLUSION
Based on the results of our study, we conclude
that the first mesophyll layer cannot be always considered as representative for chloroplast characteristics
in the mesophyll on the whole cross section of Norway
spruce needles. Therefore, if technically possible, we
recommend the use of systematic uniform random
sampling for the selection of examined cells and chloroplasts in conifers, which yields unbiased estimations
of chloroplast ultrastructure, though depending on the
equipment accessible it can be more time-consuming.
However, in the case of limited time, technical equipment and resources in combination with large sample
numbers in ecophysiological studies, we do not completely reject measuring the chloroplast ultrastructural
characteristics from the first mesophyll layer if the
aim is for comparison between different treatments. If
such simplified sampling instead of SUR sampling is
applied, it is advisable to combine the TEM analyses
with different approaches to characterize the chloroplast
function and to carefully consider and interpret the
results.

As discussed above, there are several objective
constraints and challenges of using SUR in extensive
studies based on TEM. In our case, we faced the
difficulty in acquisition of high-quality and highcontrast ultrathin sections of the whole needle for
SUR sampling and chloroplast selection. Considering
the extreme laboriousness of sample preparation, the
difficulties associated with technical processing and
financial costs of TEM working hours, some simplifications of sampling principles are acceptable if the
aim is for comparison of ultrastructural characteristics
between different treatments.
The following discussion is based on results from
SUR sampling. A trend to higher chloroplast number
observed in the mesophyll of needles from trees grown
under EC in comparison with those grown under AC
agrees with studies on herbaceous plants and broadleaved trees (Oksanen et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2004;
Oksanen et al., 2005; Teng et al., 2006). The effect of
irradiance on chloroplast number is not always unambiguous, as it was in our case. In some previous studies,
more chloroplasts were observed in sun than in shade
leaves (Cui et al., 1991), and in high light compared
with low light grown plants (Zhang et al., 2015). On
the contrary, increased chloroplast number in shade
conditions was also reported (Shao et al., 2014). Thus,
the influence of irradiance on chloroplast number in
conifers remains unclear.
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Higher starch areal density and starch grain area
in sun EC needles in comparison with sun AC needles
is in agreement with previous findings in both leaves
and needles in EC (Pritchard et al., 1997; Griffin et
al., 2001; Oksanen et al., 2001; Eguchi et al., 2004;
Liu et al., 2004; Sholtis et al., 2004; Liu et al., 2005;
Teng et al., 2006; Onoda et al., 2007; Cabálková et
al., 2008), and both starch characteristics were significantly higher in sun needles from EC in comparison
with the other three CO2 and irradiance combinations.
The difference may be explained by enhanced photosynthetic rate in EC (rev. Leakey et al., 2009), which
may be more pronounced in sun needles leading to
higher production of starch. Another explanation may
be that the winter hardening process in the EC needles,
sampled in October, was delayed as has been previously
reported (Utriainen et al., 2000; Palomäki et al.,
1996). In summary, the main influence of CO2 concentration, irradiance and their interaction was on the
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